
Day 2 Juf is one of EuropeÕs highest located villages
that is still inhabited. 30 people live there at 2100
meters above sea level beneath the impressive peaks
of the Swiss Alps. Via Mala means bad road and this
bad road crossing the canyons of the river Rhine has
been used 2000 years ago by the Romans going
north. Before dinner weÕll taste Swiss cheese, typical
dried beef from the area and some excellent Swiss
wine. Dinner will be in the restaurant Adler.
Attractions : Juf, Via Mala, Cheese-, meat- and wine tasting

Day 3 Light hiking with Alpine party. From our
residence at 850 meters weÕll hike trough green
meadows and forests on easy and safe trails up to
Alpwegkopf at 1500 meters. After a hearty lunch weÕll
hike back to our residence on a different path and
take a bath in a natural Alpine whirl pool, meaning a
mountain river. Party includes show of local
ÒSchuhplattlerÓ dancers. Dinner will be a buffet of
Alpine specialties and beer from draft.
Attractions : Alpwegkopf Alpine party

Day 4 Skywalking on top of the valley of the river
Rhine. Going up by cable car to the ÒHoher KastenÓ
mountain. From there we hike about 5 kilometers
along the ridge till we descend back to the valley. On
our way there are two mountain huts where we get
food and beer. Before returning to the residence weÕll
take a look at the original Swiss town of Appenzell.
Dinner will be in the ÒMohrenÓ- Restaurant in Rankweil.
Local specialties with Austrian wine.
Attractions Hoher Kasten, Appenzell

Nature in the ÒHeartÓ of Europe
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Day 1 Airport pick up then transfer to Big Sky
Austria. After checking into your private luxury
residence weÕll have lunch at Hotel Viktor. After lunch
weÕll stroll through the city of Feldkirch, visit the
animal park and have coffee and Austrian cakes.
Dinner will be a light buffet at your private luxury
residence, combined with tasting of ÒSchnapsÓ.
Attractions : Schattenburg Castle, Wildpark Feldkirch



Day 5 Touring Lake Constance. Boarding the boat in

Bregenz weÕll ride on a modern cruise ship to the
flower island of Mainau. There we discover all the

different gardens that the countess of ÒBernadotteÓ

has designed. After taking the boat back to Bregenz
weÕll be having dinner in the ÒRankweiler HofÓ with

local specialty ÒK�skn�pfleÓ.
Attractions Lake Constance, Island of Mainau

Day 6 Germany's most famous castle and its

highest mountain. In the morning weÕll visit crazy King
Ludwig's monumental castle in F�ssen. In the

afternoon weÕll take the cable car up to 2950 meters

to the top of the Zugspitze, Germany's highest
mountain with a spectacular view of the Alps. Dinner

at Restaurant Sch�fle with Austrian meat specialties
and wine.
Attractions Neuschwanstein, Zugspitze

Day 7 Scenic drive across the Alps to Italy including
the crossing of three famous Alpine passes. On the
way to Como we cross San Bernardino pass (2067
meters). Returning on a different route along Lake
Como and then to the medieval city of Chiavenna.
From there the scenic road takes us high up to
Malojapass (1815 meters) and from there to the
famous skiing place of St. Moritz afterwards crossing
Julierpass (2284 meters) . Farewell dinner at ÒAltes
GerichtÓ, 5-course menu with European specialties
and best of Austrian wine making.
Attractions City of Como, Chiavenna, St. Moritz, Julierpass
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Day 8 Packing up and after breakfast transfer to

airport. In case of late departure, individual program

for local shopping or hiking around Big Sky.


